
At Bishop Ranch Veterinary Center we assess the cost of each veterinarian 

as a percent of production. Production pay is not the same as production 

cost. If all DVMs are paid the same percent of production, 

many will end up costing the practice different 

amounts depending on the rest of their contract. 

Consider that work/life balance and quality of life mean 

different things to different people. Concierge contracting 

best describes our approach as no two DVMs have the 

exact same pay package. Some prefer more in CE, or don’t need health

insurance, while others want to join every organization that interests them. 

Pre & Post Meeting Materials at www.growabetterdvm.com 

DVM Cost Calculator

Why fight over benefits when we can aim for a top end cost that 
dictates the production percentage the practice can afford to pay? 

There are four overarching trends to Associate DVM pay in California. More 

DVMs are on pro-sal and less on straight salary than three years ago. The 

variety of benefits has increased and the number of individuals receiving 

each benefit has increased as well. 

 

If a practice owner doesn’t modify the percent of production paid, the overall 

cost to the practice begins creeping up. 

 

Using the cost calculator allows us to assess the impact of benefit changes 

and alter production pay as well when there are spikes or savings. 

Grow A Better Practice



1. Retrospectively we can look at prior year’s costs to learn where a DVM's   

    cost has been and how they compare to others in the practice. 

2. Prospectively the calculator can be used when negotiating with a 

    potential new hire. 

Pre & Post Meeting Materials at www.growabetterdvm.com 

The calculator allows you to compare costs in a straight salary vs pro-sal 

environment. 

Controlling the cost of the Associate DVMs is easier than the lay staff. 

Keeping their costs in line ensures additional monies are available for lay 

staff.  

The calculator has two specific uses:  

Offers are made, and many times counteroffers are accepted, without 
assessing the true cost of what the practice owner agrees to. 

Human capital is the greatest asset & 

expense of most veterinary practices. 

Average stats: 

Payroll as % of revenue: 40-50% 

DVM comp : Lay staff comp  5:1 

Lay Staff : DVM  4½ :1 
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